ProModel Releases New Version of its Strategic Planning Solution,
Portfolio Simulator
Allentown, PA — October 13, 2009—ProModel Corporation
today announced it will launch a new version of its application,
Portfolio Simulator, which works with Microsoft Windows® 7
to offer customers enhanced security, as well as innovative
user interface features and reliability improvements. Portfolio
Simulator is a strategic portfolio and resource capacity
planning software application that provides scenario
management, simulation analysis, and portfolio optimization
in one single solution. The tool is designed to reduce the risk
and uncertainty involved in strategic and long term planning
by producing objective, accurate, and quantified portfolio
performance information to help generate more confidence in
predicting an organization’s future performance.
“Our ISV community is alive with innovation, and we’re
committed to helping our partners drive the next generation
of software experiences,” said Ross Brown, Vice President of
ISV and Solutions Partners for the Worldwide Partner Group at
Microsoft. “Adding compatibility for the latest Microsoft operating systems helps ISVs to stay ahead of the competition and
give their customers access to cutting-edge technologies.”
“ProModel is excited to launch this new version of Portfolio Simulator,” said Keith Vadas, CEO at ProModel Corporation.
“Making our application compatible with Microsoft Windows 7 helps us offer our customers compelling benefits, including
improved security and reliability features as well as tools to keep them connected to data stored on the Web. Portfolio
Simulator has passed Microsoft’s stringent requirements to become officially Windows 7 Certified, which reflects
ProModel’s dedication to remaining continually compatible and up-to-date with the changing landscape it’s users
experience when performing strategic portfolio and resource planning.
By achieving Windows 7 compatibility prior to its release date, ProModel has also been recognized by Microsoft as an
official Front Runner Independent Software Vendor. This designation means that Portfolio Simulator is built on the latest
Microsoft technology—and is among the first to market.
About ProModel
ProModel is a provider of Predictive Analytics BI Software Solutions that empower organizations to make better decisions
- faster, by Visualizing, Analyzing and Optimizing future operations. ProModel solutions combine powerful in-house
simulation technology with 20 years of industry expertise in delivering reusable predictive solutions.
ProModel’s solutions help decision makers:
• Reach better decisions faster by having more accurate, quantifiable performance information
• Receive faster payback and larger ROI
• Develop internal, reusable predictive problem solving capability.
Products or service names mentioned herein are the trademarks of their respective owners.
For additional information contact ProModel’s Marketing Department at (610) 628-6842 marketing@promodel.com

